
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

GraniteShares FATANG ETP is a collateralized, Exchange-Traded Product (ETP). The ETP
tracks, excluding fees and other adjustments, the performance of the Solactive FATANG
Equal Weight Index NTR (the Index). 
The Solactive FATANG Equal Weight Index NTR provides exposure to Meta Platforms Inc,
Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, Tesla Inc, Net�ix Inc with each component equally weighted after
each quarterly rebalancing.

UNDERLYING BASKET & WEIGHT

KEY FEATURES

Simple to trade: exposure to the US largest tech companies in one trade
Liquid, trades like an equity on an exchange with market makers supporting intraday
liquidity
Collateralied
No need to complete a W-8EBEN form

 

KEY RISKS

The exposure is highly concentrated. Less diversi�ed equity indices are generally more
volatile than more diversi�ed indices
In the event a swap counterparty defaults, the proceeds from the realisation of the
collateral may be less than what the investor expects
Please see the risks factors section of the Prospectus for a more detailed discussion
of the potential risks
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

 

LISTING & TRADING INFORMATION

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

 

Product Name GraniteShares FATANG ETP

Index Tracked Solactive FATANG Equal
Weight Index NTR

Leverage Factor No Leverage

Base Currency USD

Structure ETP

Dividend Reinvested

Arranger Fee 0.69% per Year

Exchange Ticker Sedol Trading  
Currency

LSE FTNG BKY7NS5 USD

LSE FTNE BKVCSB1 EUR

LSE FTNP BKVCTB8 GBx

Euronext Paris FTNG BKY7NS5 EUR

Borsa Italiana FTNG BKY7NS5 EUR

ISA Yes - eligible

SIPP Yes - eligible

UK Reporting Fund Status Yes

Issuer GraniteShares Financial plc

Swap Collateral Custodian BNY Mellon

Auditor Grant Thornton

Initial Listing Date 08-03-2021

Countries of Registration Ireland and UK

For professional clients and eligible counterparties only. Investors should read the prospectus relating to the GraniteShares ETPs ("Prospectus") before investing and
should refer to the sections of the Prospectus entitled "Risk Factors" and "Economic Overview of ETP Securities" for further details of risks associated with an
investment in this product.

* Total Ongoing Costs=Arranger fee + Swap spread + Index license fee expressed on a daily basis
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DISCLAIMER

General Notice

GraniteShares Limited (“GraniteShares”) (FRN: 798443) is an appointed representative of Messels Limited which is authorised and regulated

by the Financial Conduct Authority.

This document does not constitute an o�er to buy or sell or a solicitation of an o�er to buy securities in any company. This document is not

intended for distribution to any other country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. Speci�cally, this

document is not intended for general distribution in the United States or Canada.

Investing in �nancial markets involves a substantial degree of risk. Nothing described herein is intended to imply that an investment is “safe”,

“conservative”, “risk free” or “risk averse”. This document does not consider the speci�c investment objective, �nancial situation or

particular needs of any potential investor and is intended only for those investors who are capable of understanding the risk of loss of all or a

substantial part of their monies. Potential investors in the UK are reminded that they will not bene�t from the UK investors compensation

scheme.

Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is to be relied upon in making an investment or other

decision. No recommendation is made positive or otherwise, regarding individual securities or investments mentioned herein. Any summary

list of risk factors does not purport to be a complete enumeration or explanation of the risks involved in an investment in short and

leveraged products. Prospective investors must consult with their own legal, tax and �nancial advisers before deciding to invest.

This document contains the opinions of the author and such opinions are subject to change without notice. The source of data is

GraniteShares unless otherwise stated. No guarantee is made to the accuracy of the information provided which has been obtained from

sources believed to be reliable. This document and the information contained herein is intended only for the use of persons (or entities they

represent) to whom it has been provided.

Risk Factors

An investment in a GraniteShares short and leveraged exchange traded product (“ETP”) may not be suitable for all investors. They are

intended for investors who wish to take a very short term view on the underlying asset and are not intended as buy and hold investments.

Performance and capital loss: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The value of an investment may go down as well

as up and can result in losses, up to and including a total loss of the amount initially invested.

Generic risks: Investments in ETPs involve numerous risks including, among others, company risks, general market risks, credit risks, foreign

exchange risks, interest rate risks, geopolitical risks and liquidity risks.

Speci�c product risks: The Index is constructed to track the performance of an increased (leveraged) and/or short exposure to the

underlying asset. A fall (or rise where short and leveraged exposure) in value of the underlying asset can result in a greater reduction in the

level of the Index. The Index is designed to do this on a daily basis only which should not be equated with seeking a leveraged position for

periods longer than a day. The ETP’s performance over periods longer than one day will not be correlated or symmetrical with the returns of

the underlying asset. Potential investors should refer to the section entitled “Risk Factors” and “Economic Overview of the ETP Securities” in

the Prospectus relating to the GraniteShares ETPs for further details of these and other risks associated with an investment in short and

leveraged ETPs and consult their �nancial advisers as needed.

Counterparty risk: An investment in a GraniteShares short and leveraged ETP involves counterparty risk. GraniteShares Financial plc has

entered into a Swap Agreement with a counterparty, Natixis, that is backed with collateral. Failure of the counterparty to make payments

may result in an investment in an ETP su�ering a loss.

Index Disclaimer

The Index is created, calculated and published by Solactive AG. No �nancial instrument is sponsored, promoted, sold or supported in any

other manner by Solactive AG nor does Solactive AG o�er any express or implicit guarantee or assurance either with regard to the results of

using the Index and/or Index trade mark or the Index level at any time or in any other respect.

Issued by GraniteShares, September 2022.
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